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MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Cities have been missing from analyses of the global
economic crisis and debates about how to generate a sustainable recovery. Cities and crisis
provides a fresh assessment of what has changed since 1990 and what has not, of policy
assumptions about urban economies, and of lessons of experience. A city-centred strategy to lift
urban productivity must reduce deficits of urban innovation and of infrastructure investment: the
new limits to growth. The outlook of more frequent and more costly crises to come -
environmental, health, and even economic - makes these deficits more alarming. Yet governments
seem incapable of setting out a vision for the future of cities. Things may get worse before they get
better. We may need radical reforms to get practical solutions to improve urban economic
performance and to reduce the impact of urban disasters and crises: our major challenges. Putting
cities at the centre of policy will challenge how governments, structured by sectors and levels,
work. Paradigm shifts in economic governance have been undertaken successfully in the past; we
are just out of practice. Drawing on dozens of reports from the...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook may be worth a go through, and superior to other. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e pdf. It is extremely difficult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Damien Schuster PhD-- Prof. Damien Schuster PhD

This book is really gripping and intriguing. It is writter in easy words and never confusing. You can expect to like the way the blogger create this pdf.
-- Summer Jacobson-- Summer Jacobson
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